
MINI V-LOK DATA BATTERY
YOUR BRAND NEW

FLIGHT SAFETY

SAFETY

Your mini V-Lok battery is safe to carry-on in your cabin
luggage. We provide information as a guideline only.

Store batteries in a cool environment or at room temperature.

When possible charge batteries at room temperature, keep

chargers in cool ventilated areas when in warm climates.

Store your batteries at around 30% when left idle for more than 30 days.

The Intended use of the Hawk-Woods Ltd Mini V-Lok Range is specifically

designed to be charged with Hawk-Woods Ltd chargers, as a result we

are not responsible for any damages when used on other chargers.

CAUTION

2 spare batteries in your carry-on cabin
luggage. Please check your airline.

1 installed on the camera (under 160W).

None in the hold.

min i

VL-M98D
14.4V 98W
7 x 10 x 5 cm
Max Draw 8A Max Draw 12A

7 x 10 x 6.6 cm
500g

VL-M150D
14.4V 150W 710g

MORE LIKE ME

CHARGING YOUR BATTERYFEATURES

Before using your battery, we recommend placing
on a charger to replenish lost energy as your battery
will be shipped to you with roughly 30% charge
adhering with safety guidelines

All existing V-Lok chargers are
compatible with your mini
data battery.

MODEL

VL-MX1

VL-MX2

VL-MX4

VL-MX8

WEIGHTCH

288g1

597g2

1.86kg

2.08kg

4

8

SIZE

10 x 8.5 x 5.5cm

18 x 10 x 5.8cm

22 x 14 x 12cm

21 x 15 x 12.5cm

Both capacities provide a d-tap output.

On-board LED fuel gauge for
remaining charge.

Self resetting PCM

To reset the batteries, remove
from Equipment.

Up to 300W continuous hot-
swappable power when

used with VL-M150 batteries.

VL-MCF1 VLM-DC6

Read
more
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RED
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Your new Mini V-Lok data battery has been designed
to work with all existing V-Lok equipment & ever growing
range of mini chargers, fittings, plates & accessories.

!


